
Dear Friend,

99% of lawyers give the rest a bad name.

And the really bad ones seem to be coalescing at a globalist, Anti-American
consortium of evil lawyers at Warner, Norcross & Judd in Grand Rapids. 

What are the hallmarks of a deep state operation? 

They would make millions off of BOTH the so called “right” AND the so called “left”
of the political spectrum.  You would expect to see them operate on the right with the
military industrial complex and on the left with green new deal types of projects. 
Lobbying and international banking will definitely be on the menu. 

As it turns out, Warner, Norcross and Judd checks all the boxes when it comes to
being establishment, globalist front operation.  From the firm’s own website, a small
town Grand Rapids firm that otherwise does some divorce and child custody work,
somehow also makes millions in the following practice areas:

“Aerospace & Defense”

“Financial Institutions”

“Resources, Energy and Environmental Law”

“Government Advocacy and Affairs”

If you have evil intent, these are the lawyers that you can count on to whore out for a
globalist dollar.  Thus, it is no surprise that this is also the notorious firm at the heart
of the Pego v. Karamo case that was filed to try and oust Kristina Karamo as MIGOP
Chair.

Whenever there is high level political corruption, one thing you will always see is
a dirty law firm like Warner, Norcross & Judd at the center.  They can use things
like attorney client privilege and their trust account to play a shell game to hide
money and associations.  Only the closest examination of FEC filings will out the
truth.

Here is the truth.  John Yob has hired Warner Norcross & Judd to be the legal
hit men for the globalist assault on America.  These people are evil but they are
not stupid so it is important to follow the connections.  The FEC reports help connect
some dots.

John Yob‘s has long been a major contributor to Peter Hoekstra and those
connections are long established already.  But some will say, how could a ruffian



like Warren Carpenter possibly know someone “high class” like Ambassador
Peter Hoekstra?  Turns out that Carpenter has been a Peter Hoekstra
employee for more than ten years.  See these filings from Peter Hoekstra’s FEC
report:

Some may wonder how the Anti-Karamo camp was able to influence the RNC legal
counsel so quickly.  It was because the Anti-Karamo team used their pay to play
lawyers to intervene on their behalf.  The RNC “opinion” was not a legitimate
legal analysis, as much as it was a bought and paid for commodity exchanged
between political whores.  From the financial disclosures:

Don’t be fooled.  The Hoekstra camp is a globalist front that exists to
marginalize election integrity efforts and prop up RINO’s at every level of
government. 



As was the case in the days of Gideon, discernment is needed!  Know that the
operators like Warner, Norcross and Judd are agents of the globalists and they get
paid millions of dollars to be a cog in the take down and destruction of the United
States as a Constitutional Republic.

If you have any comments or questions for MRP, please contact us
at: info@puregrassroots.org.

Yours in Service,

 
R. Morris Owens, J.D.  

Director of Communications for Michigan Republican Policy

P.S. Please forward this e-mail on to all the other activists in your network. 
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